Fits & Tolerance
Introduction
The machining of a work piece cannot be exactly performed to its nominal
dimensions. The dimensions differ, however small it may be, even among the
work-pieces, produced under identical conditions. The degree of precision
depends on the skill of the worker, machine tools, materials etc. Whatever may
be the situation, the deviation on nominal size is generally inevitable. More is the
deviation allowed, more is the flexibility available during production. But the
extent of deviation should have a permissible limit to meet the objectives of the
work-pieces produced. Moreover, if a definite limit of deviation for a particular
work-piece is maintained it will enable the production engineer to produce parts
for an assembly with a freedom of interchangeability, that is, the mating parts can
be assembled randomly within the limits of designed tightness or looseness to
meet any definite purpose.
Thus, maintaining the limits of deviation is a pre-condition of mass
production. The interchangeable system is also termed as a limit system' or
system of limits and fits".

Terms associated with an assembly
Basic size and Nominal size: Nominal size is the dimensions, shown in the
drawing for general identification and Basic size is the size with reference to
which all other variations are determined.
The nominal size of an assembly of a shaft and a hole may be 60 mm,
whereas the basic size of the shaft may be 59.5 mm and that of the hole may be
60 mm.
Actual size and the Limits: Actual size is the dimension of a component which
results after the final machining.

The extent of deviation, allowed in the design and drawing is termed as
"limit'. The limits are permissible on both the higher and lower sides of the
nominal size, denoting "Higher' and 'Lower' limit of the shaft or the hole. It is
obvious that the higher and lower limit of a shaft represents the 'maximum" and
minimum size of the shaft respectively, whereas in case of a hole it will be
reverse.
Tolerance
This may be defined as the difference between the maximum and minimum
limits or sizes.

Fig: Limits and Tolerance
The higher and lower limits are always termed as the limiting sizes with
respect to the nominal size. Considering the limiting dimensions the tolerance
may be represented as a zone in between the higher and lower limits.
Deviation and Zero line
Deviation is the measure of boundaries of a tolerance zone with respect to
the basic size.
'Zero line' is a straight line to which the deviations are referred in a
graphical representation of limits and fits. The zero line is the line of zero
deviation and represents the basic size. When a zero line is drawn horizontally,
the positive and negative deviations are shown above and below it, respectively.

The 'Maximum and Minimum' or the upper and lower' deviations are the
differences between the maximum and minimum limits with the basic size
respectively.
Fundamental deviation: Fundamental deviation is a term which may be
applicable to either of the two deviations which is conventionally chosen to
define the position of the tolerance zone in relation to the zero line.

Fig: Deviation of shaft and hole
a) 1. Fundamental deviation
2. Tolerance zone for a hole
3. Tolerance zone for shafts.
b) 1. Lower deviation of a hole

2. Upper deviation of hole

3. Lower deviation of a shaft

4. Upper deviation of a shaft

5. Tolerance zone of a hole

6. Tolerance zone of a shaft.

Allowance and Clearance
The difference between a hole diameter and a shaft diameter is called
'allowance'. It may be '+ve' when the shaft diameter is less than a hole diameter,
and when the shaft diameter is more it is '-ve' allowance.
But, a 'clearance' is always the '+ve' difference between a hole and a shaft
diameter.
Max. allowance = Largest hole size - Smallest shaft size.
Min. allowance = Smallest hole size - Largest shaft size.
Fits
The degree of looseness or tightness with respect to the mating parts is
called the fit.

The different types of fits may be represented by sketches showing the
degree of clearance or interference below.

Fig: Different types of fits.
Methods of Limit System
1. Hole basis system
2. Shaft basis system.
A hole basis sys. may be defined as having a fit, when the hole is taken as a
constant member that is, the lower deviation of a hole is zero and the fits are
obtained by varying the shaft diameter.

Fig: Hole basis system

1. Clearance,

2. Transition,

3. Interference fit.

In a shaft basis sys, the shaft is taken as a constant member, i.e. its upper
deviation is zero and different fits are obtained by varying the hole sizes.

Fig: Shaft basis system
1. Interference fit,

2. Transition fit,

GENERAL HAND TOOLS
1. Spirit level,
2. Surface plates,
3. Straight edge,
4. Dial indicator,
5. Feeler gauge,
6. Radius gauge,
7. Plug-ring and Snap gauge,
8. Micrometer,
9. Depth gauge,

3. Clearance fit.

10. Try square,
11. Screw driver,
12. Wrenches,
13. Files,
14. Chisel,
15. Scraper,
16. Hacksaw.

Maintenance and Industrialization of Mechanical Equipment
Introduction of Maintenance: The basic principle of maintenance is to direct the
efforts to upkeep the production facilities for their trouble - free operation
throughout its economic life. A concern may be said to be successful over the
years, when it runs uninterrupted, maintains a smooth production flow and
continuously belongs to optimum productivity level. This is not possible only with
the installation of fully automated and sophisticated machineries. It is an
established phenomenon that no plant, irrespective of its type of facilities, can
achieve the productivity, at least up to a satisfactory level, without proper
maintenance work.
Maintenance is the only way, on effective application of which, the gap
between the achieved and achievable productivity can be minimized.
Objectives of Maintenance
1. To minimize breakage,
2. To maximize plant availability,
3. To enable the facilities to function at maximum efficiency,
4. To ensure longer service life of the equipment, machineries and other facilities,

5. To ensure safety to the workers,
6. To establish a satisfactory working condition,
7. To minimize the maintenance cost and to maximize the profitability.

Types of Maintenance
Maintenance may be classified into two categories –
1. Planned
2. Unplanned
Unplanned maintenance: The unplanned procedures permit failure to take place
before any maintenance work is done. It may be termed as ‘Emergency
Maintenance’. Generally, an unplanned sys. May be employed in small scale
industries, where a planned maintenance is not economically viable. But for a
large scale industry, an unplanned sys. has been proved to be most unproductive.
Planned maintenance: A planned maintenance sys. incorporates all functions like
planning, scheduling, dispatching, data recording, analysis and controlling. A
planned work cycle may be represented as shown in the fig below.

Scheduled Maintenance: In scheduled maintenance a schedule is framed for an
instrument or machine maintaining the instructions of the manufacturer and
applying the experience incorporating inspection, lubrication, repair and
overhaul. Generally overhauling of machineries, cleaning of water tank etc are
some of the examples where scheduled maintenance procedures are followed.
This type of maintenance is a stitch in time procedure to avoid break down.
Predictive maintenance: In this type of maintenance sensing, measuring or
monitoring techniques are followed normally to recognize the cause of any
change of physical conditions of a system.
Now a days, a large number of commercial instruments such as vibration
analyser, axial displacer monitors, optical devices, non-contacting sensors etc are
available to conduct tests and to predict the need for repairing of any particular
component of a system.
The main advantage of predictive maintenance is to provide means to
inspect the troubles of any internal part without disassembly. But predictive
maintenance cannot be applied in general, although it minimizes the risk of
failure and extends the service life. It involves too much maintenance cost.
Preventive maintenance: Preventive maintenance is generally undertaken before
the interruption of production and major break down. It is the procedure
followed in most the concerns to maintain desirable and reliable operational
conditions equipment and machineries. A preventive maintenance procedure will

not only prevent breakdown or in reduce operating costs but also improve the
output or quality of product.
Preventive maintenance programme is to contain certain basic activities as
follows a) Periodical inspection of assets and equipment of the plant to detect conditions
leading to breakdowns.
b) Upkeep the plant to adjust or rectify such conditions while they are at minor
stages.
Advantages of Preventive Maintenance
1. Less production down time, because of fewer breakdowns.
2. Major repairs and repetitive repairs can be avoided.
3. Product rejection comes to a minimum level, minimizing the chances of
spoilage.
4. Provide better quality control facilities.
5. Increase / lengthen the life expectancy for better conservation of assets and
equipment.
6. Less standby equipment is needed, reducing capital investment.
7. Spare parts control is better, leading to minimum Inventory.
8. Provide greater safety and protection to the workers.
9. Manufacturing cost per unit is lower.
Breakdown Maintenance: Breakdown maintenance can only be suitable for small
scale industries, because of its less, direct cost involvement. The maintenance
work, such as repairing, replacements etc are performed only when breakdown
occurs. This procedure can actually be taken as justified when the cast of

preparation for a preventive maintenance required for a breakdown, along with
the preventive inspections, is same as its repair cost.
But when the failure may create an alarming damage to the equipment or
the downtime due to damage the failure results severe monetary loss, it is better
to avoid breakdown maintenance. A scheduled instruction procedure on the
equipment will produce better result.
Maintenance Planning
A successful maintenance, specially a preventive maintenance is dependent
on the skill and efficiency of the maintenance personnel. But technically, it is
having a complete dependence on the following basic features.
1) Planning and scheduling
2) Controlling:

i) Corrective measure
ii) Monitoring

1) Planning and scheduling
Planning means formulation of work in advance and scheduling is the time
phase of the sequential activities.
"What should be done" and “when it should be done” are the major criteria
of successful maintenance.
Different terms related to maintenance are –
a) Repair cycle
b) Repair Complexity
c) Equipment History Card
d) Master Schedule Card
e) Work order

2) Controlling: The accomplishment of "controlling part” literally completes the
planning cycle. Whenever the plan deviates or does not occur as per schedule, a
corrective measure is to be followed. But monitoring of the total project actually
integrates the phases of control and it provides information, if any change of
action is to be made in course of work.
A plant maintenance control flow-chart may be suggested, as shown in
figure. The maintenance work-order and work-report may be checked and
compared in course of work, whether the work has already been done, or work
needed is waiting for any spare, or is facing any type of administrative or technical
difficulties are always to be monitored and the information passes to the superior
personnel. If the work has been satisfactorily done the details of the work may be
recorded in the equipment history card as shown in the flow chart.

Spare Parts Planning
For an effective planning of spare parts, the following factors must be
followed 1) Codification of Spares: Codification or to employ a definite code for a definite
spare, simplifies the work of identification. Moreover, codification of spares
ensures issue of proper items, as is requisitioned. However codes may be of
different types.
Example: - For a code number, first two digits may indicate a main group, a later
part may indicate its chief characteristics.
M20- Ball bearing.
M201111- Radial ball bearing of size 20/52x15.
H99- Taper roller bearing.
It has also some limitations. To meet the varieties, the number of digits
may increase too much. So, generally an accepted method is to limit the codes
within eight digits.
2. Preservation of Past data: Each and every replacement of spares should be
recorded in a card for an individual machine or instrument. The cause of
breakdown the spare replaced, the cost of spare etc. should be recorded clearly.
Such data card will ultimately provide information to quantify the average
requirement of spares.
3. Practice to use standard spares: It is always recommended to purchase
standard spares. They are generally marked with the standard code numbers.
Such a practice assures the reliability of fitting and operation and on the other
hand easy procurement is also ensured.
4. Effective purchase procedures: Purchasing department should have the control
on inventories. They should be in a position to detect the manufacturer or
supplier of spares instantly, they should know the lead time of procurement etc.
to maintain the right spares in sufficient quantity and of equal and better quality.

Classification of Spare Parts
The spare parts may be needed throughout the years are generally
classified to have a clear idea on the nature of spares.
1) Spare Parts to be manufactured in the concern itself.
2) The wearing criteria of parts.
3) Spares used in numbers in similar machines.
4) Spares which are difficult to procure from regular market without special order
etc.
Such classification will ultimately provide information to finalize the
amount of spares to be procured at a time or the interval of procurement.

